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Maruti swift car is the most preferred at this time. It provides the customers advanced quality of
power, fuel efficiency and response. This car has very stunning and aggressive glance and is fully
loaded with unique equipments and best features which make this car great among others. This is
cost effective to run on roads. There is huge demand of Swift car in the market because of its
powerful performance. Its demand is increasing since the day it is launched. This car is very
convenient as it is available in both diesel and petrol engines.

Maruti Swift ZDI and VDI come in the list of best cars launched by Maruti Suzuki. Let us have a look
at the complete details of Maruti Swift ZDI and VDI in the following passages. This will provide you
all the quality features of the ZDI and VDI. Both the cars have good safety features and
specifications as compared to other cars in Indian market.

Maruti Suzuki Swift ZDI comes with In-line engine. The displacement of engine is 1248cc. The
maximum power of the car is 76 @ 4,000 PS@ rpm and the max torque provided is 19 @ 2,000
kgm @rpm. It gives quite well mileage of 12.4 kmpl in city and on highway it gives 17.4 kmpl. This
car runs on Diesel and has the tank capacity of 43 liters. It has seating capacity of 65 people.

The car is fully air conditioned with well equipped CD player. The Anti lock system of brake is
standard. Also, the car has Power steering and power windows. The seats given in it are made of
leather. Also, it comes with standard locking system.

Maruti Suzuki Swift VDI also has In-line engine and its displacement is 1248 cc. The maximum
power provided by it is 76 @ 4,000 and the torque is 19 @ 2,000. This Maruti Swift Car gives the
mileage of 12.2 kmpl in city and 17.3 kmpl on highway. The capacity of fuel tank is almost 43 liters.
5 people can accommodate in the car comfortably. This is a diesel car.

The car has air conditioner embedded in it to increase the comfort ability. Also, you can enjoy the
songs on CD player. Like Maruti Suzuki ZDI, this car also has standard anti-lock braking system.
Power steering and power windows of the car are quite good. It does not have leather seats. The
Maruti Suzuki Swift VDI has standard central locking system.
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